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ABSTRACT
Modern malware like Stuxnet is complex and exploits multi-
ple vulnerabilites in not only the user level processes but also
the OS kernel to compromise a system. A main trait of such
exploits is manipulation of control flow. There is a press-
ing need to diagnose such exploits. Existing solutions that
monitor control flow either have large overhead or high false
positives and false negatives, hence making their deploy-
ment impractical. In this paper, we present Total-CFI, an
efficient and practical tool built on a software emulator, ca-
pable of exploit detection by enforcing system-wide Control
Flow Integrity (CFI). Total-CFI performs punctual guest OS
view reconstruction to identify key guest kernel semantics
like processes, code modules and threads. It incorporates
a novel thread stack identification algorithm that identifies
the stack boundaries for different threads in the system. Fur-
thermore, Total-CFI enforces a CFI policy - a combination
of whitelist based and shadow call stack based approaches
to monitor indirect control flows and detect exploits. We
provide a proof-of-concept implementation of Total-CFI on
DECAF, built on top of Qemu. We tested 25 commonly
used programs and 7 recent real world exploits on Windows
OS and found 0 false positives and 0 false negatives respec-
tively. The boot time overhead was found to be no more
than 64.1% and the average memory overhead was found to
be 7.46KB per loaded module, making it feasible for hard-
ware integration.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.7 [Operating Systems]: Organization and Design; D.4.6
[Operating Systems]: Security and Protection, Invasive
software

Keywords
Exploit Diagnosis, Exploit Detection, Virtual Machine In-
trospection, Vulnerability Detection, Software Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software exploiting attacks have become increasingly so-

phisticated in the past few years, due to the wide deployment
of various defense mechanisms (e.g., Non-Executable bit and
Address Space Layout Randomization). As an infamous ex-
ample, Stuxnet exploits multiple zero-day vulnerabilities to
successfully circumvent the existing defense mechanisms and
infiltrate into the victim computers [28]. Therefore, there
is a pressing need to effectively detect and analyze newly
emerging exploit attacks.

Unfortunately, previous research efforts on exploit detec-
tion and diagnosis either fall short in precision or incur pro-
hibitive performance overhead. Many prior exploit detec-
tion efforts only detect single-stage exploit attacks, thus fall
short in analyzing sophisticated multi-stage attacks (e.g.,
Stuxnet [28]). To detect and analyze multi-stage exploit
attacks, PointerScope [40] takes a type inference approach.
It detects pointer misuses as key attack steps by inferring
pointer and non-pointer types through dynamic binary ex-
ecution. Although PointerScope has demonstrated to be a
feasible approach, it has two major limitations: 1) since it
performs type inference on an instruction trace, its analysis
overhead is prohibitively high and traces can be very large;
and 2) as type conflicts often appear in benign program ex-
ecution, PointerScope has considerable number of special
cases to handle.

In this paper, we aim to provide an accurate and efficient
solution to the problem of exploit detection and analysis.
Such a solution should be accurate and have close to zero
false positive and false negative. It should also be efficient
to keep up with highly interactive and computation inten-
sive program execution. To achieve these design goals, we
leverage control flow integrity (CFI [2]). The notion of CFI
dictates that normal program execution should follow its
control flow graph, which can be statically determined at
compilation time. It is widely accepted that the majority
of software exploit attacks (e.g., buffer overflow, return-to-
libc, ROP, use-after-free, etc.) violate this inherent program
property.

However, there are several key challenges to enforce CFI
in practice. (1) First of all, CFI requires a complete control-
flow graph (CFG), which is computed from source code of
the whole program (including the main executable and the
shared libraries). In practice, we do not have access to the
source code of all these program components. (2) Moreover,
prior CFI enforcement efforts primarily focus on monitoring
a single user-level process, however we often do not know the
vulnerable process or worse, processes that are exploited in
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a target system. System wide enforcement of CFI in the
operating system kernel has not received sufficient investi-
gation. As a result, kernel exploit detection and diagnosis is
still missing. Also, practical CFI enforcement needs to prop-
erly handle various special cases, such as dynamically gen-
erated code, setjmp/longjmp, user-level thread (or Fiber),
etc. Additionally, to be considered as a candidate for CFI
enforcement in the hardware, the system must not only be
robust but also provide strong performance guarantees.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation
of Total-CFI, which detects and provides a strong basis for
analyzing exploits by enforcing CFI for system-wide binary
execution. Total-CFI overcomes the first challenge by com-
puting a conservative but complete CFG directly from bi-
nary code modules. Built on top of a CPU emulator, Total-
CFI monitors and validates every indirect control transi-
tion of the whole-system execution, thus addressing the sec-
ond challenge. Total-CFI also carefully copes with various
extraordinary control transfers to minimize false positives.
Furthermore, it leverages the hardware CR3 register to iden-
tify processes. It introduces a novel algorithm to identify
thread stack layout by directly referring to the ESP register
in the CPU. Total-CFI relies directly on the hardware to
infer several key pieces of information required in CFI en-
forcement therefore making it viable to integrate Total-CFI
into the hardware.

To evaluate the efficacy and performance of Total-CFI,
we have implemented it as a proof-of-concept plug-in on top
of DECAF [1, 37] in 3.7K lines of C code. We evaluated
Total-CFI in terms of accuracy in identifying the exploits
and in terms of performance overhead introduced on the sys-
tem. We performed experiments on 25 popular and widely
used programs on Windows XP and Windows 7 and found
0 false positives, while we were able to successfully identify
8 real world exploits including 1 kernel exploit, with 0 false
negatives. In terms of performance, Total-CFI introduced
boot time overhead of up to 64.1%. Moreover, we found
that on an average, Total-CFI requires 7.46KB of space per
module that is loaded in the guest OS. Such an acceptable
overhead allows for integration of Total-CFI into the hard-
ware. Furthermore, we ran Total-CFI on Pass Mark CPU
and memory benchmark. We report a CPU benchmark over-
head of 4.4% and a memory benchmark overhead of 19.8%
over Qemu [6], further supporting the possibility of integra-
tion into the hardware.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose to enforce system-wide CFI to detect and
analyze exploit attacks.

• We manage to overcome several key challenges that
hinder CFI enforcement in practice.

• We propose Punctual OS View Extraction to extract
guest OS semantics in a timely manner.

• We propose a novel hardware based thread identifica-
tion algorithm to identify the threads in the guest OS.

• We design and implement a prototype Total-CFI as a
plugin for DECAF, and demonstrate its effectiveness
and efficiency.

In Section 2 we provide some insights into Stuxnet, a com-
plex malware and derive the design goals for Total-CFI. In

Section 2 we also provide the high level architecture of Total-
CFI. In Section 3 and Section 4 we discuss the internals of
the PVE component and the CFI component of Total-CFI.
We present the evaluation results in Section 5 followed by
related work in Section 7. Finally, we conclude with Sec-
tion 8.

2. PROBLEM MOTIVATION AND SOLUTION
OVERVIEW

Modern attacks are complex [28] and involve multiple ex-
ploits. To be able to successfully diagnose the multiple ex-
ploits involved, it is necessary to have robust and reliable
CFI enforcement which can capture cross-process control
flow violations. In this section, we motivate the problem
by first providing some insights into a complex malware -
Stuxnet1 then, we highlight some concerns in existing CFI
techniques that make them unsuitable to detect state-of-the-
art malware. Finally, we derive some design goals to address
the challenges in system-wide CFI.

Stuxnet is a malware that targets SCADA systems run-
ning Siemens SIMATIC WinCC or Siemens SIMATIC Step
7, where SCADA in general refers to computer systems that
monitor and control industrial processes. In a typical in-
fection scenario, the malware enters a network through an
infected usb drive and then spreads to different systems in
the network via open network shares. The malware includes
a rootkit component that not only hides itself but also en-
ables the infected system to be remotely controlled by an
attacker. In summary Stuxnet:

1. Exploits the Microsoft Windows Shortcut LNK/PIF
Files Automatic File Execution Vulnerability (MS10-
046) to load a DLL into memory.

2. Exploits the Microsoft Windows Print Spooler Service
Remote Code Execution Vulnerability (MS10-061) to
spread to other vulnerable systems on the LAN.

3. Exploits the vulnerability in Microsoft Windows Share
Service (MS08-067) to spread through the Share Ser-
vice to all the shared drives on the network.

4. Exploits the undocumented Keyboard Layout File re-
lated vulnerability (or an undocumented vulnerability
in Task Scheduler) to escalate privilege and install a
rootkit.

It is worth noting that Stuxnet is system centric as opposed
to application centric. Modern malware exploit multiple vul-
nerabilities in one or more services/processes and they often
involve a rootkit component that is installed in the kernel.
Most previous efforts are incapable of detecting exploits in-
volving multiple processes/services. Existing solutions ei-
ther focus on identifying if a given process has been exploited
or not [40], or they focus on hardening any given process to
prevent it from being exploited [2]. Knowing what processes
to monitor is a requirement for current exploit diagnosis so-
lutions. Scaling such solutions to monitor the entire system
imposes severe performance overhead hence making them
impractical. We can derive the following requirements for

1Here, we consider Stuxnet only as a representative. Mal-
ware such as Flamer, Gauss, etc. that followed Stuxnet are
equally complex and involve exploiting multiple vulnerabil-
ities spanning across multiple processes.
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an exploit diagnosis engine to be able to cope with the state-
of-the-art and emerging malware. Exploit diagnosis should:

1. Be system wide - to capture exploits involving multiple
processes and the OS kernel.

2. Be practical for deployment with reasonable overhead.

3. Have close to zero false positives and false negatives.

Total-CFI is built with the above design goals in mind. As
a proof-of-concept, we leverage the environment provided
by software emulation to perform whole system monitoring.
In the following section, we provide the high level details of
Total-CFI. Then, we present the technical details and design
choices behind the core components of Total-CFI.

2.1 Solution Overview
Total-CFI leverages full system emulation to monitor the

guest operating system from its inception. The overview of
Total-CFI can be found in Figure 1. At a high level, Total-
CFI consists of 2 components, CFI-enforCement (CFIC)
and Punctual OS View Extraction (PVE).

OS view extraction. The PVE component extracts se-
mantic information such as kernel objects from the guest,
captures events in the guest OS which are pertinent to CFI
enforcement, and supports opcode-specific interception of
guest OS execution. Here, we refer to events such as pro-
cess start, process exit, thread start and module load as
pertinent events, since such information is required in CFI
enforcement. Precise and timely identification of such events
is crucial in order to ensure that there is no difference be-
tween the time the event actually occurs and the time the
semantic values are used by Total-CFI. Timing differences
lead to inaccurate assessment of exploit location and con-
text. Though it is possible to identify pertinent events by
installing hooks in the guest OS, such an approach is un-
suitable for system-wide CFI. Firstly, hooks are not scalable
across different OSs since an expert will have to manually
identify the precise hooking points for each supported OS.
Secondly, hooks installed in the guest OS are prone to mod-
ification by a compromised kernel. Finally, capturing the
pertinent events directly at the hardware is closer to the
actual time of the event occurring as opposed to hooking.

At a high level, PVE component first identifies the guest
kernel load address and the global data structures. This
is important since most data structures in the kernel are
traversable from global data structures [26]. Then, PVE
component installs hooks in the VMM to intercept execution
whenever a new entry is added into the code cache of the
TLB in the CPU. By keeping track of the new entries to code
cache of the TLB, PVE component infers if a new module
has started.

Similarly, by checking for new entries in the CR3 register,
PVE component detects new processes, and by checking the
process list at regular intervals, it detects if a process is
active or has exited. PVE component also incorporates a
novel technique that instruments the VMM to intercept the
guest OS execution when instructions with specific opcodes
are encountered. This feature of PVE component is used by
CFIC to enforce control flow integrity. Furthermore, PVE
component retrieves the running thread information by di-
rectly accessing the thread related data structures in the
guest OS. In fact, CFIC maintains a shadow call stack and

requires the currently executing thread information during
every indirect control transfer instruction to verify the con-
trol flow integrity. However, performing such accesses fre-
quently can seriously impair the performance of the system.
PVE component implements a novel Stack Layout Identifi-
cation algorithm to identify the stack layout of the currently
executing thread with minimized access to guest OS’s mem-
ory. More details about the algorithm and PVE component
are provided in Section 3.

CFI enforcement. CFIC acts on the semantic information
and event related information gathered by PVE component
and enforces the CFI model on the executing guest OS. In
a nutshell, CFIC via PVE component intercepts every in-
direct control transfer instruction and every call instruction
executed by the guest OS. CFIC maintains shadow memory
to reflect states of processes and threads in the guest OS,
both at the user level and the kernel level. When a call or
an indirect jmp instruction is encountered in a process ad-
dress space, CFIC ensures that the target address belongs to
a pre-determined whitelist. A whitelist for a specific module
consists of all the statically determinable target addresses for
indirect control flow in the module, such as the elements of
relocation table and the export table. A whitelist for a pro-
cess is a union of all the whitelists of all the modules loaded
in the process address space. When a call instruction is
encountered, the address of the instruction succeeding the
call instruction becomes a valid target for a ret instruc-
tion and is therefore pushed onto the currently executing
thread’s shadow stack. Information regarding the currently
executing thread is obtained from PVE component.

When a ret instruction is encountered, CFIC pops the
target address from the thread’s shadow stack. However, if
the target address is not found on the shadow stack, CFIC
treats the access as a potential exploit and stops execution.
Section 4 details the internals of CFIC.

3. PUNCTUAL OS VIEW EXTRACTION (PVE)
PVE component builds a bottom-up semantic view of the

guest OS from the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) and
extracts the kernel data structures and deciphers process,
module and thread related information, which are necessary
to accurately pinpoint the exploit context during CFI en-
forcement. PVE also instruments the VMM to intercept
the guest OS when executing call, ret and indirect jmp

instructions.

3.1 System Load and Global Data Structure
Identification

Identifying the global data structures is a first step to-
wards reconstruction of guest view because most relevant
data structures like process structure, modules list, etc., are
traversable from the globals. PVE refers to certain CPU reg-
isters to identify guest kernel load address and global data.
When the guest OS loads, one of the first tasks performed
by the OS is to set up the System Call Table and the In-
terrupt Descriptor Table. We leverage the fact that system
call handlers are located inside the OS kernel to compute
the address where the kernel is loaded. For example in Win-
dows, at the start of the system, we monitor the CPU till
we find a valid entry in the sysenter_eip register. Then,
we scan backwards for all the page-aligned addresses till we
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Figure 1: Architecture Overview of Total-CFI

find the MSDOS header - 0x5a4d and the NT signature -
0x00004550.

Using a set of pre-determined addresses to locate the glob-
als may work if ASLR is disabled however, if ASLR is en-
abled, which is the default case in Windows 7, such an ap-
proach does not work. Once the kernel is located, PVE
component parses the kernel binary to extract the exported
kernel symbols. In flavors of Windows OS, when the exe-
cution is in the kernel, the base of the FS register in the
CPU contains the address of a global data structure called
KPCR. Once the KPCR structure is identified, other kernel
data structures like the process list, thread list, module list,
etc., can be reached by traversing from the KPCR structure.

3.2 Process Identification
The value of the CR3 register in the CPU is unique for

every process running in the system. PVE component lever-
ages this fact to identify new processes in the system. With
respect to the CFIC, process information is required for two
reasons. Firstly, it is needed to associate the identified ex-
ploits to the actual process that is exploited. Secondly, pro-
cess information is needed to associate whitelists with pro-
cesses. When a new module is loaded in a process address
space, the process whitelist is updated with the whitelist
corresponding to the module that was loaded. In modern
x86 CPUs the CR3 control register is unique per process and
is used by the CPU to translate virtual address to physi-
cal address. PVE component monitors the CR3 register for
new entries which have not been previously encountered. A
new value in the CR3 register implies that a new process
has started. When a new entry is found in the CR3 regis-
ter, PVE component traverses the list of processes starting
from the previously identified global data structure (KPCR
in Windows) to identify the new process that was started.

Furthermore, detecting process exits is necessary to re-
lease the process related shadow memory used by Total-CFI
so as not to result in memory leaks. Both Linux and Win-
dows OSs contain the process exit time as members in the
process data structure. At regular pre-configured intervals,
PVE component scans the list of process structures for non-
zero process exit time. If found, PVE component deletes the
corresponding process from its records. Whenever a process
starts or a process exits, PVE component appropriately no-
tifies the CFI component of Total-CFI.

3.3 Module Identification
A new module executed in the process address space re-

sults in a new entry in code cache of the TLB. PVE compo-
nent maintains a list of already encountered entries in the
code cache of TLB and when a new entry is encountered, it
traverses the process’ module list to retrieve a new module,
if present. In Total-CFI, we instrument the VMM’s TLB
cache handling code to insert callbacks such that, whenever
a new entry is made into the code cache of the TLB, PVE
component callback handler traverses the process’ module
list2 and identifies new modules, if any.

If no new module is found in the process module list
(which is possible if the new entry corresponds to a new
code page in an already existing module), PVE component
adds the entry to the list of already encountered TLB code
cache entries. When a new module is identified, PVE com-
ponent extracts the full path of the module
(Eg: LDR DATA TABLE ENTRY. FullDllName in Win-
dows), base address and size of the module.

Module unload. It is necessary to identify the module
unloads to ensure that there are no redundant entries in the
process whitelist hence reducing the possibilities of dangling
pointer type of attacks. The code cache of TLB can only
indicate if a module is loaded. Capturing the module unload
event is less straightforward. Total-CFI considers a module
unloaded/modified only if the code pages of the module are
overwritten. Therefore, if an entry is created in the write
cache of the TLB that also exists in the code cache of the
TLB, a module is said to be unloaded. The list of modules
is updated during such an event to precisely identify the
unloaded modules.

3.4 Thread Stack Layout Identification
We use a novel technique described in Algorithm 1 to

identify the thread stack layout in the executing guest OS.
Identifying threads is critical in identifying the appropriate
execution stack, which in-turn is correlated to the shadow
stack maintained by the CFIC.

2The process list can be retrieved by traversing PsActive-
ProcessHead in Windows and task_struct.task_list in
Linux
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to identify the Thread Stack Lay-
out. All actions except † either act upon Total-CFI’s shadow
memory or retrieve information from the guest CPU. † re-
trieves information from guest memory.

1: procedure GetStack(GuestCPU CPU)
2: Process← ProcFromCR3(CPU.CR3)
3: Thread← Process.GetCurrThread()
4: new thread← FALSE
5: if PAGE(CPU.ESP ) = PAGE(Thread.StackEnd) then
6: stack ← Thread.GetShadowStack()
7: else � Slow lookup
8: Thread← GetCurrThreadFromGuest()†
9: if Thread /∈ Process then
10: Process.Add(Thread)
11: Thread.InitShadowStack()
12: newThread← TRUE
13: end if
14: Thread.StackEnd← CPU.ESP& PAGE_MASK
15: stack ← Thread.Stack � If cpu in kernel, kernel

stack, else user stack.
16: if new thread then
17: Thread.StackStart← PAGE(CPU.ESP )
18: end if
19: if Thread.StackEnd overlaps with any
20: thread.StackStart where thread ∈ Process then
21: DeleteThread(thread)
22: Process.Remove(thread)
23: end if
24: end if
25: return stack
26: end procedure

Based on the context of execution, threads can be classi-
fied into:

(a) User level thread - These threads operate in user priv-
ilege level. They are assigned a stack in user space.

(b) Kernel level thread - These threads operate in kernel
privilege level. They are assigned a stack in the kernel
region.

(c) User managed thread - These threads are optionally
created and managed by the application code. They
operate within the context of a user level thread and
share the thread’s stack.

Identifying each of the above types of threads is challeng-
ing. Specifically, CFIC is interested in efficiently identifying
the precise shadow stack to act upon. In a given thread of
execution, normally the ESP register changes through push,

pop, add, sub instructions to allocate and reclaim stack
space. More importantly, sizes of such allocations and de-
allocations are often small. Moreover, the OS allocates stack
space for threads at page granularity. Therefore, we devise
an algorithm to identify stack space partition by examining
the ESP movement. Algorithm 1 leverages from the above
observations to identify the current thread context. It min-
imizes the performance overhead imposed due to accessing
the guest memory by only accessing the guest memory when
the execution context switches to a different thread within
the same process. All other accesses are performed by either
looking up the shadow memory or by directly accessing the
guest CPU, which are both considerably faster. Further-
more, ESP register in the CPU contains the base address of
the current stack frame. As long as the ESP register value
remains in the same page in a given address space, the exe-
cution must be in the same thread context.

By keeping track of a thread’s stack boundaries both in
the kernel and the userland3, PVE component can identify
the thread that is running by referring to the ESP register
at any given point. However, if it encounters a value in
the ESP register that does not belong to any of the known
threads, it is possible that a new thread has started or that
a thread’s stack frame has grown. Every user level thread
structure, irrespective of the OS contains information re-
garding user managed threads (if any). PVE component
determines if the current context of execution is in a user
managed thread by referring to the thread structure. In
such a case, it obtains the thread ID and the user man-
aged thread ID of the currently executing thread (for ex-
ample in Windows, if the execution is in the kernel, the
thread id can be obtained by traversing through the path,
KPCR→Prcb→CurrentThread→Cid→UniqueThread

and if the execution is in the user level, thread ID can be ob-
tained by directly accessing the CurrentThreadId member
of the Thread Information Block (TIB)).

In flavors of Windows OS, when the execution is in user
mode, the base address of the FS register contains the TIB.
Other than the thread ID, TIB also contains the user man-
aged thread (Fiber) information. Since a majority of ap-
plications do not implement Fibers, in the interest of per-
formance Total-CFI does not support Fibers in the default
setting, however it is configurable to do so. A thread’s stack
can increase and overlap another thread’s stack base only if
the latter thread has terminated. Therefore, if PVE compo-
nent finds an overlap, it deletes the thread whose stack base
gets overlapped. If Total-CFI is configured to use Fibers,
it uses the combination of thread ID and fiber ID as the
shadow stack identifier.

3.5 Dynamically Generated Code
We further PVE to identify dynamically generated code.

Execution of dynamically generated code portray the follow-
ing characteristics:

(i) Firstly, the page containing the dynamically generated
code must be written to memory and made executable
(specially on systems with DEP enabled) before it is
executed.

(ii) Secondly, control transitions from non-dynamic to dy-
namic code follow a finite pre-set path.

PVE component tracks the entries in the code and the write
caches of TLB to identify dynamically generated code. If
an entry in the write cache of the TLB were to appear in
the code cache of the TLB, PVE component identifies it as
dynamically generated code. Details on CFI enforcement
for dynamic code can be found in Section 4.3.

4. CONTROL FLOW INTEGRITY ENFORCE-
MENT (CFIC)

CFI enforcement component closely interacts with the
PVE component and enforces a system-wide instruction level
CFI model and diagnoses exploits by detecting violations
to the CFI model. Exploits alter the normal control flow
by manipulating the derived code addresses (e.g., function
pointers).

3Requested Privilege Level of the CS register on the CPU to
determine the Current Privilege Level(CPL). A CPL value
of 0 indicates kernel.
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Total-CFI’s CFI model is based on the following two ob-
servations:

(a) Most of the control flow is restricted by a pre-determined
subset of code that forms the entry point of branch tar-
gets. For example, targets of call, jmp instructions
must adhere to the statically determined call graph.

(b) A ret instruction must return to an address succeeding
a call instruction that was previously encountered.

CFIC requests PVE component to dispatch callbacks when-
ever the guest OS executes instructions with opcodes that
correspond to variants of call, ret instructions or with op-
codes that correspond to variants of indirect jmp instruction.
As per observation (a), when indirect jmp, call instruc-
tions are encountered, CFIC checks if the target address is
in the whitelist. If not found, the CFI model is violated
and CFIC reports that the instruction is a part of a possi-
ble exploit. Based on observation (b), CFIC maintains two
shadow call stacks per executing thread in the system. One
stack shadows the user level stack of the thread and the
other shadows the kernel level stack. Whenever a call in-
struction is encountered, CFIC pushes the return address to
the corresponding shadow stack (kernel level shadow stack
if operating in kernel mode and user level shadow stack if
operating in user mode) of the currently executing thread.

When a ret instruction is encountered, CFIC pops the
target address of the return instruction from the appropriate
stack of the currently executing thread. If the target address
is not found on the shadow stack and the target address does
not belong to dynamically generated code, CFIC reports the
ret instruction to be a part of a potential exploit.

In the remainder of this section, we present the internal
details and challenges addressed by CFIC.

4.1 Target Whitelist
The addresses within the relocation table and the export

table of the binary constitute the module whitelist. With
compatibility in mind, most modern binaries are compiled
to be relocatable. When the loader cannot load a binary at
its default location, it performs relocation. The loader refers
to the relocation table and fixes the addresses of the entries
in the relocation table. Indirectly addressable code must be
relocatable. Similarly, export table contains the functions
that a given module exposes for use by the other modules.
Addresses of such functions are resolved at runtime based on
the actual load address of the dependent modules. There-
fore entries of the relocation table and the export table of a
module together form valid branch targets for a module.

Irrespective of the guest OS being executed, the binary
loader first needs to load the entire module binary to mem-
ory before performing relocation fix-ups (if any) and trans-
ferring control to the module. However, when the control
reaches the module entry, it is possible that the guest OS
memory manager has paged out the relocation table from
the memory. To optimize the whitelist extraction, CFIC
first tries to retrieve the relocation and export tables corre-
sponding to a module directly from the guest memory. If
the pages corresponding to relocation and export table are
paged out, CFIC accesses the binary file corresponding to
the module on the guest file system and extracts the reloca-
tion table and export table from the binary.

For each process in the system, CFIC maintains a sorted
array of loaded modules in the process address space. It

also maintains a hashtable that maps the base address of a
module to the whitelist corresponding to the module. When
a module is loaded, CFIC first checks the whitelist cache
for the whitelist corresponding to the module, only if not
present, it constructs the whitelist for the module and adds
the whitelist to the whitelist cache.

When CFIC encounters an indirect call, jmp instruc-
tion, it performs a binary search for the target address in
the loaded modules array of the process. Here, the binary
search returns a negative insertion point if the search failed.
If the returned search value is an even negative index, then
the target address does not belong to any of the modules
and is treated as a violation of CFI model. However, if the
return value is an odd negative index, the target address
belongs to the module with base address equal to the ad-
dress at index - 1 in the loaded module array. Note that it
is not possible for the return value to be positive since the
target address cannot be equal to the start address or the
end address of a module. Therefore, if the return value is
non-negative, the address is considered not to be present.

The whitelist lookup is performed with a time complexity
of lg(n), where n is the number of modules in the process
address space. Although maintaining a single hash-table for
each process with all the whitelists corresponding to all the
modules in its address space will suffice, such an approach
leads to severe memory overhead due to redundancies, be-
cause several common modules (like NTDLL.DLL, KER-
NEL32.DLL, etc.) will be present in every process whitelist.

Whitelist caching. The whitelist for a binary is statically
determined and therefore remains the same across different
execution instances. As an optimization, the whitelist is gen-
erated only once per binary file and the generated whitelist
is stored in the whitelist cache as a [file’s md5 checksum,
whitelist ] pair. When a new file is loaded, as an optimiza-
tion, Total-CFI first checks the whitelist cache to determine
if the whitelist has already been extracted, only if the file is
being encountered for the first time, Total-CFI extracts the
whitelist from the file and adds the whitelist to the whitelist
cache.

4.2 Shadow Call Stack
To keep track of the call-ret pairs during the execution

of a thread in the guest OS, CFIC maintains two shadow call
stacks per thread - one for user mode execution and one for
kernel mode execution. It relies on PVE component to notify
when a call, ret instruction is executed on the guest CPU
at which time, CFIC first identifies the context in which the
instruction was executed. The context constitutes the pro-
cess, thread and the user/kernel mode the instruction was
executed in. From the context, CFIC identifies the appro-
priate shadow call stack using Algorithm 1. Then, if the in-
struction were a call instruction, CFIC pushes the address
of the succeeding instruction on to the identified shadow
stack. Conversely, if the instruction were a ret instruction,
CFIC pops the target address off the shadow stack. If the
address is not present in the shadow stack, CFIC reports an
exploit.

Special control flows. Though strict pairing between
call-ret pairs account for a majority of control transfers,
there are certain special control transfers that make CFI
enforcement via shadow call stack monitoring challenging.
Below, we consider such special control flow scenarios.
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void foo(int i)
{
  if(i == 5)
    throw 18;
  return 0;
}

int main()
{
  int i = 0;
  cout << "Enter a no: "<<endl;
  cin >> i;
  try
  {
    foo(i);
  }
  catch (int e)
  {
    if(e == 18)
      i = 0;
    cout << "Ex:" << e << endl;
  }
  return 0;
}

0040159c <_main>:
........................
4015c6:       mov    loc_0x401670, %edx    
4015cb:       mov    %edx, 0x4(%eax)
........................
40163b:       call   40150c <__Z3fooi>            // foo(i)
401640:       add    $0x10,%esp
........................
401670:       mov    %eax,-0x14(%ebp)            //callatch(int e) {
401673:       cmpl   $0x12,-0x14(%ebp)           //  if(e == 18)
401677:       jne    401680 <_main+0xe4>
401679:       movl   $0x0,-0x18(%ebp)             //      i = 0
........................
401726:       ret
........................

0040150c <__Z4foo2i>:
........................
401512:       cmpl   $0x5,0x8(%ebp)                  // if(i == 5)
401516:       jne    40153f <__Z4fooi+0x33>
........................
401529:       movl   $0x12,(%eax)
40153a:       call   47e820 <___cxa_throw>      // throw 18
40153f:        mov    $0x0,%eax
........................

0047e820 <___cxa_throw>:
........................
47e9e6:       mov    0x4(%eax),%edx
47e9ee:       jmp    *%edx                               
........................

// Save address of catch 
block in exception object

2

1 401640
Return address of main

40153f
401640

Return address of main

3 After 401726:  ret

After 40163b:       
call   <_Z3fooi>

After 40153a: 
call <_cxa_throw>

Shadow Call Stack 
(Stack grows upwards)

//Retrieve address of catch 
block (loc_0x401670) from 
exception object, and jump

Figure 2: Shadow Call Stack Behavior During a C++ Exception. Input value is 5.

Handling of Exceptions: Exception handling is a mech-
anism to handle anomalous events that often change the
normal control flow of a program. Figure 2 describes the
handling of such exceptions by Total-CFI. Column 1 lists
the source code of a program that raises and handles an
exception. Column 2 lists the simplified version of the cor-
responding code in assembly, obtained when the code is com-
piled using the MinGW-g++ cross compiler. The exception
handler or the catch block is relocatable and hence appears
as an entry in the relocation table. During compile time,
the compiler stores the address of such a block in the excep-
tion object. At runtime, when an exception is thrown, the
throw statement translates to a call to cxa throw, which
in turn retrieves the address of the catch block from the
exception object, rewinds the stack and transfers control to
the catch block via an indirect jump. Column 3 of Figure 2
shows the contents of shadow stack at different stages dur-
ing the program execution. On the one hand, during the
jmp instruction, Total-CFI verifies that the branch address
is a part of the program’s whitelist and lets the instruction
pass, but on the other hand, when the main function returns
(stage 4 in Column 3 of Figure 2), the CFIC recognizes that
the return address is not at the top of the shadow stack and
therefore pops all the items up to and including the return
address of main function from the top of the stack.
Handling of setjmp/longjmp: In C and its flavors, setjmp
and longjmp are used to save and restore the CPU envi-
ronment respectively to transfer control to a predetermined
location. During setjmp, the environment including the
contents of the CPU registers are cached in a user pro-
vided buffer, and during longjmp, the CPU register contents
are restored from the buffer. Upon encountering a setjmp,
Total-CFI records the value of the program counter where
the control will be transferred to during longjmp. When
a longjmp is encountered, Total-CFI verifies the target ad-
dress to be the same as the value of the program counter as
recorded during the previous setjmp in the current execu-

tion context. Mismatch in the target address is flagged as a
potential exploit.
Kernel mode to User mode call backs: Typically, the
control transfers from user mode to kernel mode happen
through the sysenter, int instructions and back from ker-
nel mode to user mode via sysexit, iret instructions re-
spectively. However, in Windows, NTDLL maintains a set
of entry points that are used by the kernel to invoke certain
functionality on behalf of the user mode [31]. Some such NT-
DLL APIs are: KiUserExceptionDispatcher, KiUserApcDis-
patcher, KiRaiseUserExceptionDispatcher and KiUserCall-
backDispatcher. They are used by the kernel as a trampo-
line to invoke functionality in the user mode. Kernel saves
the processor state and alters the thread stack to accom-
plish such a call. When the kernel alters the execution of a
thread and transitions to user mode, the return address may
not coincide with the expected return address at the top of
the stack. To address this problem, for every stack in the
system, CFIC maintains a hash-table wherein, for every ESP

register value encountered during a call instruction as key, it
stores the position of the entry in the stack as value. When
a return instruction is encountered, it first checks the ESP

register’s value in the hash-table to find the position on the
shadow stack and then, pops all the elements up to the posi-
tion off the stack. Such an approach is reasonable since the
stack is dictated primarily by the ESP register and a rewind
of the ESP register would imply a clean-up of the stack. If
the ESP register value is not found in the hash-table, the
instruction is flagged as a potential exploit.

4.3 Dynamically generated code
CFIC leverages observation 2 in Section 3.5. Most con-

trol transfers to dynamically generated code happen through
a pre-determined path. Initially, CFIC is trained to accu-
mulate the possible control paths that lead to dynamically
generated code in a particular application. This is done by
recording the shadow stacks for the valid control flows that
lead to dynamically generated code. An intersection of such
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00000a44 <foo>:
...................
 a69:   call   9a7<__i686.get_pc_thunk>
 a6e:   add   $0x1586,%ebx  //Offset of f()
 a74:   call   *%ebx
...................
000009a7 <__i686.get_pc_thunk>:
 9a7:   mov    (%esp),%ebx
 9aa:   ret

Figure 3: Position Independent Code.
i686.get pc thunk() retrieves the value of the

IP from the stack. foo() uses the return address to
calculate address of f()

paths is used as a signature that is enforced during execu-
tion. Here, it is possible that the dynamic code generation
library is loaded at different locations on each instance it
is loaded. Therefore, CFIC maintains the signature as a
[module:offset ] pair to validate across load instances.
During normal execution, when CFIC encounters a branch

target that is not in the whitelist, it first checks if the target
belongs to dynamically generated code, next it checks the
shadow call stack to check if the shadow call stack satisfies
the dynamic code signature for the application.

4.4 Non-relocatable binaries
Though most binaries are relocatable, some legacy code

can be non-relocatable. In such cases, PVE component stat-
ically analyzes the binaries to extract all the statically iden-
tifiable addresses - the ones that either occur as constant
address operands in the disassembly or the ones that have a
function prologue. Though this approach includes addresses
which may not be valid targets, such a conservative approach
will reduce false positives.

4.5 Branch Tables or Jump Tables
A jump table is an array of function pointers or an array

of machine code jump instructions. Calls to the functions
(or code blocks) in the array are made through indirect ad-
dressing using the base address of the jump table and the
offset of the desired code block in the table. We make two
key observations about jump tables:

1. The base address of a jump table must be relocatable
and therefore contains an entry in the relocation table.

2. Every entry in the jump table must point to a valid
code block.

Total-CFI takes a liberal approach to handle jump tables.
For every entry in the relocation table, Total-CFI checks if
the content at that address points to code, if so, it treats
it as a potential base address of a jump table. It traverses
the table for consecutive entries that point to code and adds
them to the whitelist.

4.6 Position Independent Code (PIC)
The addressing in PIC does not rely on any particular

position in the program address space. Conceptually, PIC
identifies the current value of Program Counter (PC) and
addresses different code blocks as offsets from the PC. Fig-
ure 3 shows a typical example of PIC. The current version
of Total-CFI does not support PIC, however it is possible to

Name Version .reloc
present?

Fiber
present?

Dyn
Code
present?

Calculator 6.1 � � �

Notepad 6.1 � � �

Internet Explorer 8.0 � � �

Firefox 3.5 � � �

Adobe Reader 8.1.1 � � �

Google Talk 1.0.72 � � �

Microsoft Paint 6.1 � � �

Windows Media
Player

12.0 � � �

XPS viewer 6.1 � � �

Yahoo Messenger 8.1.0.29 � � �

Apple Quicktime 7.69.80.9 � � �

Apple iTunes 10.2 � � �

Process Explorer 15.05 � � �

Filezilla 0.9.40.0 � � �

Google chrome 18.0.1025 � � �

Windows Messen-
ger

4.7 � � �

RealPlayer 11 � � �

DivX Player 6.2.5 � � �

Winamp 5.2 � � �

VLC Media Player 1.1.11 � � �

Skype 5.10.0.116 � � �

Registry Editor 6.1 � � �

Table 1: List of applications that were tested for
false positives on Windows OS. “.reloc present?”
column indicates if relocation table was present, and
“Fiber present?” indicates if the application had user
level threads or Fibers.

Guest OS Qemu PVE only
PVE +
CFIC

PVE +
CFIC +

WL Cache

WinXPSP3 48s 1m 5s 1m 27s 1m 15s
Win7SP1 1m 57s 2m 36s 3m 26s 3m 12s

Table 3: Times taken to boot Windows 7 and XP
till the login screeen is reached. PVE only repre-
sents the time taken with only the PVE compo-
nent enabled. Similarly, PVE +CFIC and PVE
+CFIC+WL Cache correspond to both components
enabled and both components enabled with whitelist
caching respectively.

parse the binary to scan for target address generation pat-
terns. For example, Wartell et al. [34] scan the binary to
identify call instructions and perform simple data-flow anal-
ysis to identify instructions that use the generated address
in an arithmetic computation.

5. EVALUATION
Total-CFI was implemented as a plugin for DECAF [1,

37], which is a modification of Qemu [6] version 1.0.1, a
full system emulator. DECAF modifies dynamic transla-
tion code of Qemu to incorporate opcode specific callbacks
into the translation blocks. It also modifies the TLB cache
manipulation code to dispatch a callback whenever an en-
try is made to the TLB cache. In all, Total-CFI consists of
3.8K lines of C code. In this section, we present the evalu-
ation of Total-CFI. All the experiments were performed on
a system with Intel core i7, 2.93GHz Quad core processor
and 8GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 10.04 with Linux kernel
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CVE
Application
(Version)

Attack Technique Exploit EIP Target EIP
Vulnerable
Module

CVE-2010-0249 Internet Explorer (6.0) Uninitialized memory. Heap spray 0x7dc98c85 0x0c0d0c0d mshtml.dll
CVE-2010-3962 Internet Explorer (6.0) Incorrect variable initialization. Heap spray 0x71a51440 0x71a52c66 mswsock.dll
CVE-2011-0073 FireFox 3.5.0 Dangling pointer abuse 0x00346e54 0x01730ee5 js3250.dll

CVE-2011-0257 QuickTime 7.6 Buffer overflow 0x0044888d 0x00194ab0
QuickTime-
Player.exe

CVE-2006-1016 Internet Explorer (6.0) Stack Overflow 0x773f67a8 0x0c112402 ws2 32.dll
CVE-2009-3672 Internet Explorer (6.0) Incorrect variable initialization. Heap-spray 0x74913ff2 0x0013e0d4 mshtml.dll
CVE-2006-1359 Internet Explorer (6.0) Incorrect variable initialization. Heap-spray 0x7c8097f3 0x77c3210d mshtml.dll
CVE-2010-4398∗ Windows 7 kernel Improper driver interaction. Buffer overflow 0x95dca042 0xb8cb8694 win32k.sys

Table 2: Summary of Exploits. Exploit EIP indicates the EIP address where the indirect control transfer was
reported. Target EIP corresponds to the branch address and the vulnerable module is the module containing
the EIP. ∗ is a kernel exploit

System
state

# files in
cache

Total Size
(B)

Avg. size
per file
(KB)

# files
without
.reloc

Login screen 263 1725024 6.405 0
Desktop
UI visible

385 2853392 7.237 7

Boot
completed

454 3496120 7.52 9

3 programs
running

504 3900312 7.557 9

5 programs
running

645 5672224 8.588 13

Table 4: Memory Overhead for whitelist cache with
respect to number of files in the cache at different
system states on Windows 7. ”#files without .reloc”
refers to the number of files in the file cache that
did not have reloc section in the binary. For such
files, the binaries were parsed to extract statically
determinable addresses.

2.6.32-44-generic-pae. We evaluate Total-CFI on two factors
- accuracy and performance.

False-Positive evaluation. To measure its accuracy, we
tested benign applications and exploits on Total-CFI to check
for false positives and false negatives. We ran Total-CFI on
25 common applications that are listed in Table 1, on Win-
dows XP and Windows 7. We observed that several pre-
loaded application executables in Windows do not contain
relocation table in them. For such executables, we parsed
the PE file and extracted statically determinable addresses
into the whitelist. 0 exploits were reported in all 25 appli-
cations.

False-Negative evaluation. To check the effectiveness of
Total-CFI on detecting exploits, we ran Total-CFI on 7 re-
cent real-world exploits that have exploits available in the
MetaSploit framework, and one Windows 7 kernel exploit.
All the exploits were detected. The summary of exploits
and their detection are listed in Table 2. It is worth noting
that the kernel exploit, CVE-2010-4398, which starts as a
user mode program, exploits a vulnerability in Win32k.sys
and eventually escalates privilege. A crafted REG BINARY
value for SystemDefaultEUDCFont registry key is inserted to
cause a stack-based buffer overflow in the RtlQueryRegistry-
Values function in Win32k.sys. Monitoring a user program
(or a set of user programs) alone is insufficient in identifying
such an attack. It is essential to monitor both the kernel

Figure 4: Percentage overhead of Total-CFI with re-
spect to Qemu 1.0.1 for Pass Mark CPU and Mem-
ory benchmark on Windows 7 SP1.

code and the user level code to diagnose such attacks. De-
tailed results are tabulated in Table 2.

Performance evaluation. We capture the performance
overhead introduced by Total-CFI under two categories. (1)
Execution overhead and (2) Memory overhead. We con-
ducted experiments to measure the boot time execution over-
head introduced by Total-CFI on Windows 7 and XP. The
results are listed in Table 3. We consider boot time exe-
cution overhead under performance evaluation because va-
riety of activities occur during the system boot that span
across system level, user level and IO. Moreover, most mod-
ule loads happen during the system boot. Therefore, the
boot process is perhaps the worst case scenario with respect
to performance overhead imposed by Total-CFI. Optionally,
Total-CFI can be turned on after the boot process and it
can monitor the execution of all the newly created processes
from that point forward.

In Table 3, Total-CFI is configured in 3 modes. PVE only
mode performed no CFI enforcement, but generated the pro-
cess, module and thread related information from the guest.
Whereas PVE +CFIC is the setup with both PVE and CFI
components turned on and lastly, PVE +CFIC+WL Cache
corresponds to the configuration with whitelist cache con-
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taining all the binaries loaded during the boot process. With
whitelist caching enabled, the overhead on Windows XP and
7 were found to be 56.2% and 64.1% respectively. Keeping
integration with hardware in mind, we also captured the
memory overhead introduced by Total-CFI to maintain the
shadow whitelist during the boot process on Windows 7.

The memory overhead indicates the amount of memory
required to store the whitelists. The results are tabulated
in Table 4. We found the average overhead per file to be
7.46KB.We observed that the whitelist for files without .re-
loc section tend to be larger in size since Total-CFI takes
a conservative approach to extract all the statically deter-
minable addresses from the binary. Furthermore, from our
experiments, we found that even with large number of pro-
grams in the memory (such as Microsoft Office applications,
Adobe flash, IE, Google Chrome and so on), no more than
1000 files were present in the whitelist cache. At the rate of
7.46KB per file, one would need to set aside approximately
8MB in the hardware for the whitelists, which is conceiv-
able. In combination with a carefully designed cache flush
policy to accommodate for even larger number of files in the
memory, we believe that integrating whitelist management
into the hardware is not far fetched.

Furthermore, we ran the Pass Mark4 CPU and Memory
benchmark on Total-CFI. The results are shown in Figure 4.
The CPU benchmark on Total-CFI showed an average over-
head of 4.4% over Qemu and the memory benchmark showed
an average overhead of 19.8%.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Security Analysis
Evading Total-CFI. In this paper, we address the attacks
that arise due to control flow violations. Most attacks in the
wild are control hijacking attacks, where attacker executes
malicious payload by diverting control flow. However, there
exist data only attacks [12] that do not hijack control flow
(e.g., bad system configuration resulting in unintended priv-
ilege escalation). Such attacks are out of our scope. That
said, works in the past [9, 15, 8] have focussed on addressing
data integrity concerns. There also exist techniques based
on dynamic taint analysis [24, 39, 13] wherein, input data
is marked as tainted and tracked through memory to ensure
that they do not end up in security critical data structures.
PVE component relies on integrity of kernel data to guaran-
tee the correctness of perceived events in the guest kernel.
Since PVE component retrieves the data directly from the
guest OS kernel data structures, attacks that tamper with
the kernel data will mislead Total-CFI.

Furthermore, non-control flow side channel attacks, phys-
ical attacks and attacks that target the VMM are also out
of Total-CFI’s scope. Attacks against the VMM have been
demonstrated in the past [4].

Exploits within whitelist. Total-CFI treats the entries in
the whitelist as legal entries for indirect branch operations.
Therefore, all the function entry points (such as libc func-
tions) belong to the whitelist. This gives rise to a possibility
for an attacker to craft an attack such that the jump/call
target is an entry within the whitelist. Currently, Total-CFI
is vulnerable to such jump-or-call-to-libc type of attacks.

4Passmark Software: http://www.passmark.com

Note that return-to-libc will be captured by Total-CFI due
to the violation in the shadow call stack.

6.2 Integration with Hardware
While enforcing CFI at the hardware provides improved

performance and stricter security, low performance overhead
is a primary requirement for a functionality to be imple-
mented at the hardware. An average overhead of 7.46KB per
loaded binary in the memory allows a hardware engineer to
set aside a designated amount of memory for whitelist cache
(say 8MB or 16MB). This makes it feasible to move system-
wide CFI enforcement to the hardware. CFIMon [36] has
made efforts in this direction. Though CFIMon uses perfor-
mance counters in the CPU to aid in CFI enforcement, the
actual CFI enforcement happens in software modules.

While the core functionality can be accomplished by di-
rectly accessing the guest CPU and memory, guest OS data
structures are needed to reconstruct guest semantic view. It
is possible to design a system wherein, the PVE component
and CFIC are embedded in the guest CPU, and the mod-
ule whitelists for CFI enforcement are retrieved and shared
to the CPU by a privileged kernel module. We intend to
pursue this direction as future research.

7. RELATED WORK
Vulneratbility Detection and Testing. There have been
several works [21, 7, 32, 20] that discover vulnerabilities in
binaries either through static analysis or through dynamic
analysis or both. Fundametally, we differ from such works
since our goal is to dynamically identify when a particular
vulnerability is exploited and not to detect the vulnerability
itself. However, once an exploit has been detected, Total-
CFI does help in analyzing the exploit and identifying the
vulnerability that was exploited.

Exploit Diagnosis. Exploit diagnosis and mitigation has
attracted several research efforts [40, 27, 30, 11, 14] in the
past. PointerScope [40] defines control and data types and
performs instruction level type propagation to identify type
misuses, which is usually the case during an exploit. How-
ever, PointerScope suffers from severe performance over-
head. On the other hand, tainting based approaces [27, 30,
39] are prone to under and overtainting problems that cause
false positives.

Program Integrity Models. Control Flow Integrity is
just one of many Program Integrity Models such as Data
Flow Integrity, Software Fault Isolation, etc. Abadi et al. [2]
highlighted and formalized Control Flow Integrity in binary
programs. They enforce CFI during a program execution
by embedding CFI checks in the form of inlined reference
monitors into the binary during compilation.

Along similar lines, WIT [3] uses points analysis to iden-
tify the objects that a program can write to at compile time
and prevents the program from writing to other objects.
Both [2, 3] approaches rely on the program source code,
which is not always available. Kiriansky et al. [25] proposed
Program Shepherding, where the control flows are restricted
based on the origin and the target of the control transfer.
Their solution does not address whole system CFI enforce-
ment.

Davi et al. [16] introduce CFI on ARM. They combine
static analysis with dynamic binary rewriting to moderate
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control flow. CFIMon [36], on the other hand, uses hard-
ware performance counters to identify control flow viola-
tions. In an offline mode, it gathers the set of legitimate
target addresses for each branch instruction and in the on-
line mode, it gathers and analyzes the traces from branch
counters, and uses heuristics to identify control flow viola-
tions. Though it relies on the hardware for trace gather-
ing, actual enforcement happens in the the software. Some
prior efforts also made use of relocation tables and export
address tables to validate the legitimacy of indirect jump
targets. HookScout [38] tracks function pointers in the ker-
nel and automatically generates hook detection policy. More
recently, FPGate [35] retrieves a list of indirect code targets
from relocation table and export table, and performs binary
rewriting to validate indirect jump/call targets and prevent
control-flow hijacking attacks.

To address data attacks, DFI [8] first performs static anal-
ysis to capture legitimate data flows in the form of data flow
graph and then ensures that the data flow at runtime satis-
fies the computed graph.

Software Fault Isolation [33] focusses on software based
isolation of untrusted modules within an address space. They
modify an untrusted binary to prevent it from branching out
of or changing memory outside the memory region allocated
to it. This way, untrusted modules cannot exploit other
modules. Though such a solution is feasible for individual
modules, it is not feasible for system-wide monitoring.

Virtual Machine Introspection. Introspecting a vir-
tual machine often requires interpreting the low level bits
and bytes of guest OS kernels to high level semantic state.
This is a non-trivial task, because of the semantic-gap [10].
Garfinkel and Rosenblum [19] introduced VMI in intrusion
detection and Jiang et al. used VMI in to detect mal-
ware [23]. Early approaches (e.g., [29, 23, 5, 39]) use manual
efforts in combination with installing hooks in the guest OS
to locate the kernel objects in the guest OS. Recent ad-
vances largely automate this process [17, 18]. In our work,
we identify OS entities like process, thread and modules di-
rectly from the CPU. We also minimize the access to guest
memory in the better interest of performance and devise a
new thread stack identification algorithm to cope with per-
formance requirements.

OS-Sommelier [22] takes a memory only approach to fin-
gerprint the guest OS in the cloud. It identifies the kernel
code and computes a hash to fingerprint the OS. Though
its approach is scalable to different OSs, such an approach
is more suitable for memory forensics than for punctual OS
view extraction.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented Total-CFI, a proof-of-concept

implementation of system-wide CFI enforcement. To accom-
plish system-wide CFI, we performed Punctual Guest OS
View Extraction and introduced a novel Thread Stack Lay-
out Identification algorithm to gather semantic information
from the guest in a timely manner. We evaluated Total-CFI
and found 0 false positives and false negatives. We found
a memory overhead of 7.46KB per loaded module and an
execution overhead of 64.1% hence making it feasible for
integration with hardware.
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